Speaker’s Name: ______________________________________

Speaker’s Topic: ______________________________________________

SPEECH #3

MS. PRICE / SPEECH II

HUMOROUS SPEECH
WHAT MAKES HUMANS LAUGH?

Assignment:
For this speech assignment, you will
prepare a 3-5 minute humorous speech,
after exploring what makes something
funny. The following are things we often
find humorous:
1.) A painful thing told playfully
2.) A tragedy separated by time and/or
space
3.) Observations about the world/
issues/others that force an audience to
see things differently...and humorously.
You may choose to develop any of the
above ideas for your humorous speech,
however, your speech must still be
organized with an opening, body, and
closing...it should not be a
“monologue” (series of one-liners).

What makes things funny?

ADVICE FROM PRICE:

Mark Twain said that “humor is

violation”...it’s something that is

This speech is NOT intended to be a series
of “jokes” or merely stand-up. The speech

tragedy + time”. Consider this

considered to violate some social
norm...but in a benign (or nonthreatening) way.

should have some substance, relevance,
and/or depth....all the while making your
audience LAUGH.

when preparing a topic/speech.
Can you put a humorous “twist”
to a story in your own life?
Another humor expert described

Professional humorists don’t just tell
jokes. They use humor to effectively

all humor as a “benign

Both of these concepts will be
explored in class as you work to
come up with a “topic” for this
speech.

illustrate their message. Thus, you MUST
have a message. What’s yours?

REMEMBER... 3 is memorable in any
speech, but it’s also a great set-up for most
“punchlines”. Consider how the “rule of 3”
can help you in YOUR humorous speech.

TIMING: Some people are said to have “great
timing”. This often simply has to do with the use
of pause in the “right” places (typically just
before the “punchline”. Be sure you work on the
timing/pause in your delivery to be effective.

REHEARSED SPONTANEITY: Every comedian
is 1.) a writer, and 2.) well-rehearsed. The trick is
making it APPEAR as though their jokes are NOT
well rehearsed...similar to performing a “verbal magic
trick” on your audience! Be sure to rehearse!

Speaker’s Name: ______________________________________

Speaker’s Topic: ______________________________________________

Speech Grading:
(IB Rubric below)

Speaker’s Time: ___________
Speaker’s Grade: __________

Speaker has developed an original idea/message/story with substance & relevance
A

A-

B

B-

C

C-

D

Speaker has arranged a humorous speech that makes others laugh
A

A-

B

B-

C

C-

D

Speaker has captured the interest of the audience through writing/preparation (rule of 3’s etc.)
A

A-

B

B-

C

C-

D

Speaker has focused on humorous delivery (rehearsed spontaneity with strong timing, pauses, etc.)
A

A-

B

B-

C

C-

D

Name: ____________________________________________!
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